Abstract-This letter aims for a simple and accessible explanation as to why oscillations naturally arise due to tradeoffs in feedback systems, and how these can be aggravated by delays and unstable poles and zeros. Such results have been standard for decades using frequency domain methods, which yield a rich variety of familiar "waterbed" tradeoffs. While almost trivial for control experts, frequency domain methods are less familiar to many scientists and engineers who could benefit from the insights such tradeoffs can provide. So here we present an entirely time domain model using discrete time dynamics and l 1 norm performance. A simple waterbed effect is that imposing zero steady state response to a step naturally create oscillations that double the response to periodic disturbances. We also show how this tradeoff is further aggravated not only by unstable poles and zeros, but also delays, in a way clearer than in the frequency domain versions.
I. INTRODUCTION
O SCILLATIONS or nearly periodic signals are ubiquitous in nature and technology. Often this is due to efficient transport or conversion of energy or materials, manifest in phenomena from radio and sound waves, to pumps, wheels and engines, to satellite and planetary motion. Control theorists also know that quite different oscillations can arise due to external forcing in negative feedback systems aimed at controlling such processes, explained by a rich variety of frequency domain waterbed tradeoff theorems. Bode's integral formula goes back to the 1940's [1] with more recent updates [2] to include unstable poles and zeros. These and related results are summarized in [3] , with discrete time versions [4] and simplifications of the mathematics involved [5] . In this letter we aim to take this much further and dispense with the frequency domain entirely, while greatly simplifying the math. This is a fairly recent emphasis [6] , and we hope to encourage greater interest in this technical "outreach".
Frequency domain methods have proven powerful for both design and insight, but they limit the accessibility to scientists and even engineers, particularly when insight is more important than design. For example, glycolytic oscillation (GO) illustrates a classic challenge in systems biology. By 2010, GO was arguably the most deeply understood of any dynamic phenomena in biology, and was a paradigmatic and massively studied prototype of scientific progress with extensive experiments and data, statistical analysis, and complex simulations. The consensus was that the feedbacks of (destabilizing) autocatalysis and allosteric control of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) on the phosphofructokinase enzyme (PFK) were both necessary and sufficient for GO. Yet many deeper questions regarding why there were oscillations remained unresolved, until [7] showed that oscillations can be explained by standard waterbed tradeoffs involving robust efficiency.
In glycolysis, the robustness issue is that the circuit must maintain ATP concentrations despite fluctuations in supply and demand, and do so while efficiently using ATP itself. While efficiency has many dimensions here, a crucial one is that a major consumer of ATP is in protein biosynthesis, including of the enzymes such as PFK that catalyze the reactions in glycolysis. It is shown in [7] that this sets up a tradeoff between efficiency (using low enzyme concentrations) and robustness (maintaining steady ATP concentrations), and further that this made the circuit unavoidably susceptible to oscillations of exactly the type observed in experiments. There were a variety of other mysteries that were resolved using what was largely standard robust control and tradeoffs between efficiency and robustness. Thus [7] showed that essential tradeoffs were unavoidable and due to "universal laws" well-known in control theory, and were not "accidents" of evolution. Unfortunately, it is now clear that article [7] , though using only undergraduate level math, was largely incomprehensible to the scientific community. Later in the same journal a completely different biological phenomena also exhibited cryptic oscillations [8] , and while the same theory almost obviously applied, this was not recognized. We are convinced this is not a failing of these authors but rather a lack of accessibility of [7] .
The main contribution of this letter is to show that waterbed effects commonly studied in the frequency domain can be derived more easily and also in greater generality using a time domain formulation. The computations and proofs involve only high school algebra in the simplest cases, and linear algebra and linear programs more generally, which are more widely known by scientists than Laplace transforms and complex analysis underlying frequency domain tools. In fact, the essence of the story is easily visualized in Fig. 1 .
This letter formalizes the waterbed effect first sketched graphically in [6] and extends the results to systems with an unstable zero in addition to delays and an unstable pole. It is unsurprising that requiring zero steady state response will degrade the system performance for other disturbances. Indeed, utilizing linear programming duality we show that the optimal l 1 norm of the system (i.e., worst case for l ∞ signals) will typically double when adding a zero steady state constraint (when the system has a positive impulse response or when an unstable zero is larger than the unstable pole). A side benefit of this approach is that the standard optimal weighted sensitivity problem has simple (and tight) l 1 norm bounds that depend explicitly on delays, whereas nothing comparable has so far been available in the frequency domain (see [4] ). Simple discrete time single-input-single-output (SISO) systems are used as examples to emphasize the main points in this letter. We hope this letter will spur renewed interest in this fundamental subject.
The rest of this letter is organized as follow. Section II states the problem formulation. Section III considers the waterbed effects for systems with positive impulse response. A preliminary version appeared in [6] . Section IV studies the waterbed effect for a discrete time SISO linear time invariant (LTI) system with an unstable pole, unstable zero, and a delay using time domain analysis. The proofs are very elementary for this journal's audience so due to space constraints only the key ideas will be highlighted. This would be inadequate for a less expert audience, which remains our ultimate target.
A. Notation
The set of real numbers and the set of integers are represented as R and Z respectively. The set of real m × n matrices is represented as R m×n . A state x at time t is written as x(t), and a trajectory x from time 0 to T is written as x(0 : T). The infinity norm of a trajectory x is given by x ∞ = sup t |x(t)|. The 1-norm of a trajectory x is given by x 1 = t |x(t)|.
The infinity norm of a transfer function
The infinity norm is infinite if the system has a pole on the unit circle.
We consider a few disturbance models in this letter. The impulse disturbance is denoted
the step disturbance is denoted W s (t) = 1 for all t ≥ 0, and the periodic disturbance is denoted W p (t) = (−1) γ (t) where γ (t) = t/T and x = max{m ∈ Z | m ≤ x} denotes the floor function. We use the shorthand w = W j for j ∈ {i, s, r, p} to imply w(t) = W j (t) for all t.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this letter, we quantify system performance using the l 1 norm, where the induced norm of a given LTI system with impulse response S is
where y(t) ∈ R and w(t) ∈ R are the output and input of S respectively.
The two problems compared to observe the time domain waterbed effect are to first find the optimal closed loop l 1 norm of a given system, and then the optimal norm constrained to also achieve a zero steady state step response. Formally,
where y(t) ∈ R is the system output, u(t) ∈ R is the control input, w(t) ∈ R is the disturbance, S is a SISO LTI system, and (abusing notation) (y, u, w) ∈ S denotes that y, u and w satisfy the dynamics of S. The pair (y, u) is stable if y ∞ < ∞ and
where N < ∞ is a finite time, and the other variables are defined in Problem 1. The last constraint in Problem 2 implies a zero and finite steady state step response. Henceforth, if a trajectory y satisfies this constraint, we state that y has a finite step response (FSR).
The precise definition of S will be given in later sections. For different S, we will show that designing a controller to improve the system performance under one disturbance will result in a larger infinity norm of the output signal under a different disturbance (i.e., Problem 1 v.s. Problem 2). The following lemma simplifies the problem statements.
Lemma 1: For a SISO LTI system, the optimal value and solution of
is equivalent to the optimal value and solution of
where all variables are defined as before.
Proof: The worst case disturbance w for S 1 is the sign of the impulse response of S. Thus, S 1 = y 1 where y is the system output under an impulse disturbance.
For both problems, in addition to stability, we further require both y and u to have finite impulse responses (FIR). A trajectory y has a FIR if y(t) ∞ < ∞ and y(t) = 0 for all t > N where N < ∞. Denote the set of all FIRs as
Given Lemma 1, Problem 1 and 2 become
where N y ∈ R, N u ∈ R, and other variables are the same as previously defined. 
where all variables are the same as previously defined.
Notice that the last conditions in Problem 2 and 4 are equivalent when the disturbance w is restricted to impulse disturbance. Now, we proceed to consider different S to explore the time domain waterbed effect.
III. SYSTEM WITH POSITIVE IMPULSE RESPONSE AND DELAY
This section formalizes the results in [6] -with the presence of delay, designing for a system to have a zero steady state step response will degrade the worst case system performance and cause oscillations. With little loss of generality, we focus on a minimal single state SISO LTI system so that the main points are clear. However, the methodology presented in this section is independent of whether the system dynamics is stable or unstable, discrete or continuous in time, and single state or more. This methodology is thus applicable to many applications unconstrained by the dynamical model available.
Definition 1 (System With Positive Impulse Response): Let S + be a SISO LTI system
where y(t) ∈ R is the system output, u(t) ∈ R is the control action, w(t) ∈ R is the disturbance, a > 0, and T is the delay. Let y(0) = 0. Note that S + has a positive open loop impulse response. The control action u(t) is a function K of the entire past and present states, disturbances, and controls, and the controller's goal is to reject the disturbance w(t) (i.e., Problem 3 or 4). We assume the control is internally stabilizing but the necessary dependency on the state y and its initial conditions will be ignored as it doesn't affect the optimal norm. Henceforth, let y i (t) be the impulse response of system S + for output y(t), and the open loop y i (t) ≥ 0 for all t. Let z i (t) be the step response of S + given by
First, consider Problem 3 for system S + which does not have the zero steady state step response constraint. 
Theorem 1:
The optimal (closed loop) value for system S + in Problem 3 is P
Proof: Set u(0) = −a T and u(t) = 0 for all t > 0. Then, y(t) = 0 for all t > T. This response corresponds to the blue curves in the first row of Fig. 1 . As a result,
1−a . Now, consider Problem 4 for system S + which requires zero steady state step response (or FSR for short).
Theorem 2: The optimal (closed loop) value for system S + in Problem 4 is P
Proof: FSR implies that the area under the impulse response has to sum to 0. This response can be achieved by
A comparison of Theorem 1 and 2 shows the first consequence of designing for FSR -the worst case system performance degrades. In fact, the optimal l 1 norm doubles. Hence, optimizing for one type of disturbance will inevitably result in degraded performance under other types of disturbance -the essential messages of waterbed effect. If a > 1, (i.e., unstable pole), the worst case system performance further deteriorates.
The second consequence is more subtle -new oscillations occurs under the worst case disturbance. The worst case disturbance for Problem 3 is a step W s implying that in the worst case, the closed loop response does not oscillate. However, the worst case disturbance for Problem 4 is the periodic disturbance W p (i.e., last row of Fig. 1) . As a result, not only does the worst case system performance double in magnitude, oscillation will necessarily occur in the worst case. This simple result shows a very important origin of oscillations in many systems [7] , [8] . The presence of delay makes oscillation an unavoidable side effect in the worst case when FSR is imposed, which is a classic control objective for many applications. With large instability and delay (large a and T), P + 1 and thus P + 2 can be made arbitrarily large, and for FSR this means large worst case oscillations. But it also means that large and roughly oscillatory outputs will also appear for most noisy inputs as well, not just worst case. For a = 1, the closed loop responses of S + in Problem 3 and 4 are the blue and red curves in Fig. 1 respectively.
IV. SYSTEM WITH UNSTABLE POLE, UNSTABLE ZERO AND DELAY
This section focuses on the time domain waterbed effect for systems with an unstable pole and/or zero and/or delay. The analysis in this section suggests a few important system design implications, and the waterbed effect -designing for FSR degrades the worst case system performance -is the most interesting one.
Definition 2: Let S u be a discrete time SISO LTI system given by
where a > 0 and 0 < b < 1. The full information controller K is a function of current and previous states, disturbances, and controls, and there is a delay of time T ≥ 0 in the control action. This system has two poles at 0 and a, and one zero at 
A. Optimal l 1 Norm
In this section, the optimal l 1 norm of S u is derived for Problem 3 which does not have the FSR constraint. Furthermore, because of delay T in the controller,
The first term is a constant that is independent of the control input u. When a = 1, y(0 :
where v is the slack variable. Note that 0 < b < 1. Thus, the constraint (3) is equivalent to |v| ≤ 1. Here, the specific value of N does not matter as long as N > 1. Then, the optimal value of this dual formulation is
where v = −sign(1 − ab). Problem 3 is a linear program. Hence, strong duality holds, and the optimal value of Problem 3 for S u is the same as the optimal value of the dual formulation [9] . Fig. 2 illustrates the worst case system performance of S u in Problem 3 for different values of a, b, and T. As expected, as delay T increases, the optimal values increases in all cases. In addition, an unstable zero hurts the worst case system performance, even when the system is stable (i.e., a < 1). As shown in Fig. 2 , the worst case system performance increases as b changes from 0 to 1 -the unstable zero (= 1/b) changes from infinity (i.e., no zero) to 1 -for both stable (bottom plot) and unstable (top plot) systems. However, an unstable pole can make the performance degradation more severe than a stable pole. When the system is unstable, pole-zero cancellation occurs (i.e., a = 1/b), and system performance becomes arbitrarily bad. We are interpreting this cancellation as implying that S u in (2) is not stabilizable, and thus has infinitely bad performance.
Furthermore, an unstable zero could degrade system performance more than delay, even though in (2), b > 0 appears to reduce the delay in the control. Let T = 0 for simplicity. For b = 0 the system has no zero, but it has an one step delay in the control input. Hence, P u 1 = H which in this case, is less than the value of P u 1 when 0 < b < 1 (i.e., a system with one unstable zero and no delay). This result applies for both systems with and without an unstable pole (see blue lines in Fig. 2) . Hence, an unstable zero could degrade the worst case system performance even more than a delay, and even when it enters in a way that reduces the apparent delay. For comparison, consider the H ∞ result proven using the frequency domain and analytic function theory (e.g., max modulus theorem) [4] .
Theorem 4: Let a > 1 in S u . The closed loop response transfer function is bounded below by
Notice that P u 1 is the same as the lower bound of S u ∞ when T = 0. Delay affects the complementary sensitivity function, but not the current known lower bound of the sensitivity function [4] . As a result, when delay occurs, this lower bound given by the H ∞ analysis is more conservative than the one in Theorem 3, which accounts non-conservatively for delay. Thus in addition to simplifying the theory, the l 1 problem gives simple analytic formulas for delays, which would require even more complex interpolation theory to get numerical results in the H ∞ case.
B. Zero Steady State Step Response and Waterbed Effect
In this section, the solution to Problem 4 is derived for S u where FSR is required. Then, we show that the optimal value of Problem 4 is larger than the optimal value of Problem 3. 
Proof:
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. The only difference is that there is a FSR constraint. Thus, the dual formulation is
The constraints simplifies to
The optimal value of this dual formulation and the optimal value of Problem 4 for S u is given by v 1 = −2 sign(1 − ab) and v 2 = sign(v 1 ). Theorem 5 implies that by designing for a FSR, the optimal l 1 norm of S u could double from the optimal l 1 norm of S u without the FSR consideration. More formally, Corollary 1:
The proof of the first equation is trivial and thus, omitted. To show that P u 1 < P u 2 , consider the case when 1 − ab < 0. The other case is trivially true. When 1 − ab < 0, we have
where the first inequality results from 0 < b < 1 and the second inequality results from a > 0. The dashed lines in Fig. 2 show that P u 2 > P u 1 and usually P u 2 = 2P u 1 . Fig. 3 illustrates Corollary 1 for different values of a. Note that the value of P u 2 is always twice as much as the value of P u 1 when the unstable zero is larger than the unstable pole or when the system is stable. On other hand, the ratio between P u 1 and P u 2 grows linearly with b when the unstable zero is smaller than the unstable pole. This regime has a variety of other intriguing features that we can highlight by focusing on b = 1. In Fig. 2 , P u 1 is larger for the stable pole than unstable pole for small T. But, for the stable pole, P u 1 does not degrade with increasing T (Fig. 3) . Both Figs. 2 and 3 show that the gap between P u 2 and P u 1 closes for unstable poles and large delay. Furthermore, imposing a FSR constraint has a less severe performance degradation (i.e., less than twice larger) in this regime because for Problem 3, the impulse response no longer has positive values at all time. Recall that the worst case disturbance for l 1 norm is the sign of the impulse response. A step disturbance is no longer the worst case disturbance when 1/b < a, so FSR is less of a constraint, whereas in the other regime, the step is the worst case disturbance. These Fig. 3 . The ratio between the optimal l 1 norm without the steady state constraint P u 1 and the optimal l 1 norm with the steady state constraint P u 2 . P u 2 is strictly larger than P u 1 . The black dashed line denotes the location of 1/a. Note that P u 2 is twice as much as P u 1 except when unstable zero is smaller than unstable pole (i.e., 1 < 1/b < a). observations are somewhat peripheral to the main message of this letter but suggest there are additional rich details to be explored even in these simple examples. Fig. 4 shows the example responses for both Problem 3 and 4 for a = 1.5 and b = 0.5 (i.e., 1 − ab > 0). The numerical values match the theoretical values. With no penalty on u , for the same P u 1 and P u 2 the second bump in the impulse response can be anywhere after the first bump, and the step response is then 0 after the second bump. The location of the second bump will determine the magnitude of the control input. An earlier second bump will require a larger u [6] another tradeoff to consider if u is also required to be small. In fact, the resulting l 1 optimal controller can be arbitrarily high dimensional for large penalty on u [6] . While this possibility has been known for some time [10] , [11] , it was not clear it could occur so easily and in such simple systems. Perhaps these are more rich details to be explored in these simple examples.
V. CONCLUSION
This letter showed that time domain analysis is useful for understanding the waterbed effect with respect to l 1 norm optimal control. Adding a constraint that the optimal controller must have a zero steady state step response degrades the worst case system performance, which is then in response to periodic inputs, and hence oscillatory outputs. In fact, the l 1 norm doubles except when an unstable zero is smaller than an unstable pole. Furthermore, the analysis also shows that delay hurts system performance, and an unstable zero can hurt more than a delay and unstable pole alone.
While written for an expert control audience, this letter is the first step towards better understanding of the time domain waterbed effect for systems, and making these results more accessible to the general audience who are not previously experts in control. Given the ubiquity of robustness, instability, delay, and waterbed tradeoffs throughout biology, medicine, and engineering, this could be a promising approach to broaden control's impact and appeal. Within control theory, an additional aim is to expand the insights available in the time domain to match or exceed those typically achieved via the frequency domain and H 2 and H ∞ optimal control [3] , while simplifying the required mathematics.
